
Build Web Apps with no-compromise UI -
regardless of device [with Isomorphic Software’s
Release 12]

Release 12 from Isomorphic is coming soon

Isomorphic Software – provider of the
most advanced platform for building
progressive web apps - delivers features
offering no-compromise UI for any
device.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA, UNITED
STATES, March 21, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- To stay ahead of
the competition, businesses have to
continually optimize and innovate. This
generates a never ending list of new web
applications to be built by IT. And, as
each application is delivered, it is quickly
followed by a slew of enhancement
requests. The todo list is never ending. IT
obviously focuses on the most pressing
requirements first, sometimes only
getting to the critical aspects of solutions.
Things like incorporating UI branding,
and building native apps for smartphones and tablets are highly desired but sadly often neglected.

The SmartClient platform from Isomorphic Software enables developers to very quickly build high-

Release 12 makes it easy for
developers to deliver no-
compromise UI - regardless
of the device used to access
the web application.”

Charles Kendrick, CTO of
Isomorphic Software

productivity web applications. What's more, applications can
be built once for the desktop, and automatically adapt for any
device (smartphone, tablet, etc.) without necessitating that
developers write any device specific code. SmartClient is the
most mature, most complete solution available: 
- The broadest, deepest set of device-aware Enterprise grade
UI components
- Built in mobile adaption that allows you to code once for all
devices 
- Intelligent Data Management for unprecedented scalability
and responsiveness

With Isomorphic's Release 12 - to be released this month - Isomorphic Software takes a huge leap
forward. One particular focus - according to Isomorphic CTO, Charles Kendrick was to "make it easy
for developers to deliver no-compromise UI - regardless of the device used to access the web
application." To this end, Release 12 incorporates two new contemporary skins (Obsidian' and
Stratus'), SASS support for modifying skins, and Microsoft Surface support. This alone should allow
allow IT to finally get some well earned rest.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.smartclient.com/technology/
https://www.smartclient.com/
http://blog.isomorphic.com/release-12-preview-part-iv-sass-surface-show-hide-icons-and-more/


'Obsidian' skin in Isomorphic's Release 12

'Stratus' skin in Isomorphic's Release 12

Release 12 also includes a host of new
capabilities to 1) facilitate the fastest
development of high-quality, high-
performance web applications, and 2) to
make end-users more productive. The
feature list therefore incorporates:
Dynamic properties | SASS templates |
Microsoft surface/mixed input support |
Show/hide icons on focus | Highlighting
pending values | Frozen columns with
vertical autosizing | Obsidian skin |
Stratus skin | WebSockets Support in
RTM | Tree picklists for SelectItem |
TypeScript support | Selenium 3.0
support

Learn more about Release 12 here:
http://blog.isomorphic.com/

About Isomorphic Software
Isomorphic Software is based in San
Francisco and has over a decade of
industry leadership, providing technology
platforms for building enterprise web
applications. Organizations around the
world use the SmartClient Platform,
including Cisco, Boeing, Toyota, Philips,
and Genentech.
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